We consider a number of graph kernels and proximity measures: commute time kernel, regularized Laplacian kernel, heat kernel, communicability, etc., and the corresponding distances as applied to clustering nodes in random graphs. The model of generating graphs involves edge probabilities for the pairs of nodes that belong to the same class or different classes. It turns out that in most cases, logarithmic measures (i.e., measures resulting after taking logarithm of the proximities) perform much better while distinguishing classes than the "plain" measures. A direct comparison of inter-class and intra-class distances confirms this conclusion. A possible explanation of this fact is that most kernels have a multiplicative nature, while the nature of distances used in cluster algorithms is an additive one (cf. the triangle inequality). The logarithmic transformation is just a tool to transform one nature to another. Moreover, some distances corresponding to the logarithmic measures possess a meaningful cutpoint additivity property [Che13] . In our experiments, the leader is the so-called logarithmic communicability measure, which distinctly outperforms the "plain" communicability.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a number of graph kernels and proximity measures and the corresponding distances as applied to clustering nodes in random graphs. The measures are: the commute time kernel, the regularized Laplacian kernel, the heat kernel, communicability, and some others. The model of generating graphs involves edge probabilities for the pairs of nodes that belong to the same class or different classes. The main result is that in most cases, logarithmic measures (i.e., measures resulting after taking logarithm of the proximities) perform much better while distinguishing classes than the "plain" measures. A direct comparison of inter-class and intra-class distances confirms this conclusion.
Measures
In this study, we consider the following 1 graph measures. Recall that if a graph proximity measure satisfies the triangle inequality for proximities p(x, y) + p(x, z) − p(y, z) ≤ p(x, x) for all nodes x, y, z ∈ V (G), then the function d(x, y) = p(x, x) + p(y, y) − p(x, y) − p(y, x) satisfies the ordinary triangle inequality [CS98a] .
The Shortest path and Commute time distances
• The Shortest Path distance d s (i, j) on a graph G is the length of a shortest path between i and j in G [BH90] .
• The Commute Time distance d c (i, j) is an average length of random walks from one vertex to the other and back. It is related to the Commute-time kernel [SFYD04] L + , the generalized inverse of the Laplacian matrix of G.
• The Resistance distance [Sha67, GG87, KR93] d r (i, j) is the effective resistance between i and j in the electrical network corresponding to G.
The Resistance distance is well known [NW59, GJ74, CRR
+ 89] to be proportional to the Commute Time distance in the corresponding Markov chain.
As we mainly study parametric families of graph measures, for comparability, the parametric family (1 − λ)D s + λD r with λ ∈ [0, 1], i.e., the convex combination of the Shortest Path distance and the Resistance distance will be considered. It will be denoted by SP-CT.
2.2 The plain Walk, Forest, Communicability and Heat proximities
−1 , 0 < t < ρ −1 (ρ is the spectral radius of A, the adjacency matrix of the graph G) [CS98b, KCST02] .
• Forest (Regularized Laplacian kernel):
• Communicability (Exponential diffusion kernel):
• Heat kernel (Laplacian exponential diffusion kernel):
2.3 Logarithmic measures [Che11b] : Walk, Forest, Communicability, and Heat
• Walk (logarithmic):
• logarithmic Forest:
• logarithmic Communicability:
• logarithmic Heat:
Randomized Shortest Path and Free Energy [KSS14]
C is the matrix of the Shortest Path distances;
• Randomized Shortest Path:
• Helmholtz Free Energy distance:
For comparability, all family parameters are adapted to the [0, 1] segment by a linear transformation or the t/(t + 1) transformation.
Logarithmic vs. plain measures
is the model of generating graphs on N nodes divided into m classes of equal (or almost equal) size, with p in and p out being the probability of (i, j) ∈ E(G) for i and j belonging to the same class and different classes, respectively.
The curves below present the Rate index 2 (averaged over 200 random graphs) for clustering with Ward method. • The competition of measure families is based on paired comparisons.
• Every time the best Rate index (RI) of a measure family F 1 is higher on a test graph than that of some other measure family F 2 , we add +1 to the score of F 1 and −1 to the score of F 2 .
The competition results
The competition has been performed on random graphs generated with the G(n, p in , p out ) model and the following parameters: n ∈ {100, 150}, number of clusters ∈ {2, 4}, p in = 0.3, 
A similar competition for 90th percentiles
When we are looking for the best parameter of a measure family, we compute RI on a grid of that parameter. In the above competition, we only compared the highest RI values. Now consider the set of RI values some measure family provides as a sample and find its 90th percentile. These percentiles become the participants in a new tournament. The motivation behind this approach is to take into account the robustness of each family.
The results of this competition are given below. We see that the order of families provided by the second competition has a number of differences from that given by the first one.
Reject curves

Definition
The ROC curve (also referred to as the Reject curve) in this case can be defined as follows.
• Create a grid of thresholds of the distance matrix values from minimum to maximum.
• For each threshold count a number of inter-cluster and intra-cluster distances which are less or equal than threshold.
• The Reject curve is the dependency of the "percentage of intra-cluster distances under the threshold" upon the "percentage of inter-cluster ones".
A better measure is characterized by a curve that goes higher or, at least, has a larger area under curve.
Results
The optimum values of the family parameters (adjusted to the [0, 1] segment) w.r.t. the RI in the Ward method clustering for several G (N, (m) The reject curves for G(100, (2)0.3, 0.1) and optimum values of the family parameters (w.r.t. the Ward clustering RI) are given below. The pivot points of the curves are shown separately for each of 200 random graphs. The ε-like bend of several curves appears because the corresponding measures strongly depend on the Shortest path (SP) distance between nodes. In our experiments, this distance only takes few small values.
Finally, we show the reject curves averaged over 200 random graphs. The curves for the four leading families are duplicated separately. 
Conclusion
The main result of our study is that in most cases, logarithmic measures (i.e., measures resulting after taking logarithm of the proximities) perform much better while distinguishing classes than the "plain" measures. A direct comparison of inter-class and intra-class distances confirms this conclusion.
A plausible explanation of the superiority of logarithmic measures is that most kernels and proximity measures under study have a multiplicative nature, while the nature of distances used in cluster algorithms is an additive one (cf. the triangle inequality). The logarithmic transformation is just a tool to transform one nature to another. Moreover, some distances corresponding to the logarithmic measures possess a meaningful cutpoint additivity property.
In our experiments, the four leading measures are: logarithmic Communicability, logarithmic Forest, logarithmic Heat, and Free Energy. The latter can also be considered as a kind of logarithmic measure: see the expression for Φ in its definition in Subsection 2.4. The excellence of logarithmic Communicability over all other measures under study in the present context is undoubted.
